
Supplies And Tools
•Non-bleed marking pen (A silver marking pen is also 
     useful for marking hole placement on non-wovens.)
•Circular Hole Punch Tool:  2mm-2.5mm
•Awl (poke out excess fabric, align hole markings)
•Rivet setting tools (or die set) 
•Snap setting tools (or die set)
•Mallet (1-lb Polyhead or Rawhide is recommended) 
•Punching board for hole cutting (protect surface and tools)

Optional For Edge Finishing
•Sealing:  Elmer’s Glue is optional to seal edges on vinyl or
     cork if fusing a lining. If using leather, consider a gum 
     tragacanth or Tokonole.
•Colorize: Non-bleed felt marker, fabric edge-paint, or 
     a leather paint (such as Angelus or Fiebings EdgeKote, etc)
     can be applied if your fabric has a distracting white inner edge.
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Introduction
This Little Rivet Rock Star is a simple no-sew miniature wallet. It will fit a credit card, business card, or mini note card. 
It was designed to be made using a non-woven fabric such as vinyl, cork or leather with edges left raw. It looks lovely 
with a fused lining. Or it can be left unlined and completed in under 15 minutes. 

Finished Size is 4 3/8” Wide x 2 3/4“ Tall.

Level And Skills
Easy and fun for any level, assuming you know how to use a rotary cutter, ruler, and mat to cut fabric; as well as how 
to punch holes, install a snap and rivets. If fusing a lining with permanent adhesive, you must be able to follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions.

Includes
This main pattern includes step-by-step instruction with images for construction, 
but assumes you know how to install the hardware. Convenient hole placement 
marks are included on all pieces eliminating measurement, making the rivet 
and snap layout a breeze. Pieces included:

•3 Body styles:  Square Off, Round It, and Message Me
•1 Key Ring Tab
•2 Bonus Note Card Inserts:  Flat and Folded
 
MATERIALS FOR ONE

Fabric:  5.5” Wide x 8.5“ Tall
>Exterior:  Cork, Vinyl or Leather
>Lining (optional): Quilting Cotton
>Fusible 2-Sided Permanent Adhesive web to 
  fuse the optional lining (such as Heat’n Bond 
  ULTRA Hold or comparable)

Hardware
1x   12mm-12.5mm Spring/Fashion Snap
10x 6mm double-capped rivets*
1x   1” Split Key Ring (or 3/8” D-Ring)

*If the exterior fabric is thick, you may need one
8mm rivet to accommodate the layered thickness 
of the key ring tab for this hole only. However, if
using rivets larger than 6mm throughout, a credit 
card may not fit inside the wallet.

DISCLAIMER: By purchasing or accepting this pattern you agree not to photocopy, reproduce, distribute or share the pattern in any format with another individual or entity. 
You may make copies for your personal use. You may sell fully-made/sewn completed items you make from this pattern providing they are not mass-produced. You may not offer 
for sale acrylic templates, pre-cut kits of any kind, SVG/cut files or embroidery files from this pattern without prior written permission. You may not copy or use specific pieces from 
this pattern to make other patterns for sale or distribution to others.  You may not teach a class or make a video or tutorial from this pattern without prior permission. If you are 
teaching from this pattern, each student must purchase their own copy of the pattern. If you have a business interest in re-selling this pattern or any of its components in any format, 
please contact us to arrange a licensing and/or retail sales agreement.
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